
Scenario Cultivation Sheet
Scenario Name

Scenario Type: Travel - Gathering - Fight 

Ryubito:

Season: Session Time: about   hours

Main Event Sub Event/NPC
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Scenario 1 - The Town of Ifa

Spring
2

The party is walking along a road in a grassy
field.  The next town is only a day away.

The party moves through the grassland.
Movement Check (6)

Just before sunset (just after the Movement
Check), the party meets a young man walking
towards them on the road; he is a weather
reader.  He tells the party that the next day 
will be very rainy.  Camp Check (6)

Joshua, weather reader
19 years old, male.  Wears
blue glasses.  Weak eyes.
Is traveling to become an
adult

The next day, heavy rain begins to fall as soon as they 
awaken.  If they continue, they will have to move 
through the rough weather.  They should search for 
shelter: [INT + SPT] (7), only 1 person needs to
succeed. 
They find Kotaro, a Koneko Goblin under a large tree,
searching for something.  If they help him, they can
find the fish-shaped earrings his sister made him.

Kotaro the Koneko Goblin
6 years old, male.  Brown
fur.  Lives in the
grassland.

Search for item: [DEX + INT] (8).  Item is found as long
as 1 PC succeeds.  Any PCs that fail suffer 2 HP as they
tire themselves out.  This check may be repeated any
number of times.  In thanks for finding the item,
Kotaro gives the party a Large Umbrella, which can 
give 2 people shelter from the rain.

The rain starts to die down, and the party may 
continue as normal.  However, due to the large puddles,
the road is hard to see.  The party will need to make
a Direction Check.
Movement Check (7), then Direction Check (7)

They finally arrive at the gate to Ifa as the sun sets 
beautifully behind it.


